Abstract-We present a new approach for fault-tolerant internal clock synchronization in multicomputer systems employing notcompletely connected networks (NCCNs). The approach is referred to as multistep interactive convergence and is locally implemented in each multicomputer node by a time server process (TSP). We describe a specific algorithm that uses multistep interactive convergence and bases its operation on a logical mapping of the system's TSPs into an m-dimensional array. A TSP executes m steps per round of synchronization, with each step including a call to an interactive convergence procedure. For any TSP, clock readings in Step i are gathered only from TSPs with which it shares a row along dimension i of the array. Hence, a TSP reads clocks only from a small subset of the TSPs in the system, which reduces the number of messages by orders of magnitude over a conventional interactive convergence algorithm in which reliable all-to-all broadcast of clock values is done. The algorithm can be used in systems of arbitrary topology and provides the added benefit of increased locality of communication in regular NCCNs such as hypercubes and tori. These advantages can be combined with a variety of message staggering mechanisms to maintain network contention at a minimum. We present expressions for the maximum clock skew, maximum clock drift, maximum clock discontinuity, and number of messages produced by the algorithm, and show that it tolerates arbitrary faults. A comparison with other algorithms that elucidates the advantages of multistep interactive convergence is also provided.
INTRODUCTION

Uses of Synchronized Clocks
OMPUTER technology has advanced at a fast and steady rate during recent years. Improvements in VLSI technology and processor architecture have resulted in microprocessors with performance/cost ratios that are several orders of magnitude greater than those available a decade ago. During the same period, and motivated by these advances, parallel computing evolved to become the leading direction towards teraflop-level performance. Large multicomputers, containing hundreds or thousands of nodes, have found increasing use in scientific, commercial, and industrial applications.
Frequently, each node in a multicomputer measures time with its own local clock. Differences in clock rates, although usually small, can cause clocks to drift apart by a significant amount over extended periods of time. In many applications, however, nodes should remain synchronized, meaning that a global time base must be available throughout the multicomputer. In fact, the existence of a global time service primitive simplifies the implementation of many higher-level design aspects such as process coordination, total event ordering, checkpointing, time measurement, resource allocation, and deadline observance, to name a few.
Liskov [21] points out that synchronized clocks are also a useful resource to improve the performance of distributed algorithms, allowing the replacement of communication with local computation (i.e., properties that are relevant to many algorithms can be deduced locally based on some amount of past information about other nodes and knowledge of these nodes' current clocks). Examples of distributed algorithms benefiting from clock synchronization are given in [21] and include at-most-once delivery of messages, authentication tickets, cache consistency, atomicity, and replicated file systems. Many of the algorithms and applications that rely on synchronized clocks are often used in fault-tolerant distributed systems or need a reliable global time to guarantee either performance or correctness. In such systems, fault-tolerant clock synchronization is an important requirement.
Interactive Convergence Clock Synchronization Algorithms
A common approach to implementing a reliable time base in a distributed system consists of using a fault-tolerant internal clock synchronization algorithm. 1 Such algorithms can be classified in different categories, one of them being inteactive convergence (ICV), also known as convergenceaveraging, algorithms [1] , [31] , [35] , [40] . A correct ICV time server process (TSP) periodically reads some or all of the clocks in the system, and computes a clock correction term using a fault-tolerant averaging convergence function. Examples of convergence functions include the original interactive convergence (CNV) [16] , the fast convergence (FC) [22] , the fault-tolerant average (FTA) [8] , [14] , the fault-tolerant midpoint (FTM) [8] , [43] , the differential fault-tolerant midpoint (DFTM) [4] , and the sliding-window (SW) [28] convergence functions. To date, these convergence functions have been used only in association with unistep ICV algorithms. Algorithms in this category divide the problem of achieving synchronization into three phases-exchange of clock values, correction term computation, and clock correction-and execute each phase only once per synchronization period, or round. ICV algorithms are an attractive alternative for synchronizing large multicomputers (a detailed comparison of ICV algorithms with those of other categories is given in Section 6). ICV algorithms are fully distributed, meaning that each node runs a similar TSP. Internal clock synchronization can be achieved with resources commonly found in many parallel systems, namely the nodes' clocks, and a message-passing network. ICV algorithms use simpler communication services than other categories of fault-tolerant internal clock synchronization algorithms, which rely on services such as message authentication [10] , [38] , atomic broadcast [3] , [42] , or agreement protocols [16, algorithms COM and CSM] . Communication protocols for ICV algorithms can use simpler broadcast or multicast primitives, in which a TSP disseminates its clock value to a number of destination TSPs using clock synchronization messages (hereby referred to simply as messages). Clock dissemination protocols used by ICV algorithms can also stagger messages over time to reduce network contention [4] , [5] , [25] , [29] .
Communication Models for Interactive Convergence Algorithms
General unistep PCID ICV algorithm:
1) Read the clock values of a subset of the nodes in the system. 2) Apply a convergence function to the set of clock values read by the node. 3) Correct the node's clock to the value computed in
Step 2.
An important aspect in the design of a unistep PCID ICV algorithm is the definition of the subsets of clocks read by each node in the system. Important algorithm properties, such as maximum clock skew and number of messages per round, are influenced by the size of these subsets and by the overlapping among subsets for distinct nodes. In fact, without sufficient overlapping, the algorithm will not guarantee synchronization. However, too much overlapping will significantly increase the number of messages exchanged by the algorithm, thereby reducing the benefit of the PCID approach.
Partial overlapping of subsets of clocks read by different nodes limits the ability of unistep PCID ICV algorithms to correct for clock drift. Consider two nodes p and q in a system executing a unistep PCID ICV algorithm. Let 6 p\q be the subset of nodes whose clocks are read by p but not by q, and let 6 q\p be the subset of nodes whose clocks are read by q but not by p. Assume that the clocks of nodes in 6 p\q are all fast and that the clocks of nodes in 6 q\p are all slow. In this scenario, the clock of node p will be forced higher and the clock of node q will be forced lower during resynchronization. Thus, even in the absence of faults and reading error, the unistep PCID ICV approach cannot guarantee perfect resynchronization. In [6] , we show that there exist systems for which our multistep ICV approach works without problem but for which no unistep PCID ICV algorithm having the same convergence function and communication cost can achieve resynchronization. This result is true even in the absence of faults and reading error and actually applies to a wide class of convergence functions known as Mean-Subsequence-Reduced (MSR) functions [13] . The multistep ICV approach, by contrast, can achieve perfect resynchronization in the absence of faults and reading error [6] by eliminating partially overlapping subsets. Hence, it does not suffer from this same limitation on clock drift correction.
Multistep PCID ICV Clock Synchronization Using Hierarchical Partitions
A general multistep PCID ICV clock synchronization algorithm, executed periodically by every node in the system, can be described as follows:
General multistep PCID ICV algorithm:
1) For
Step i = 1 to m do /* m > 1 */ a) Read the clock values of a subset of the nodes in the system. b) Apply a convergence function to the set of clock values read by the node. c) Correct the node's clock to the value computed in
Step b.
Logical Models for Multistep PCID ICV Clock Synchronization
Like unistep PCID algorithms, multistep PCID algorithms also rely on logical models that specify subsets of clock readings for each node. Desirable properties of logical models for multistep PCID ICV clock synchronization are symmetry and hierarchical partitioning. Symmetry facilitates broader algorithm analysis, which applies to an entire family of logical models having a similar structure. Hierarchical partitioning further contributes to simpler and more general algorithm analysis, and also ensures two critical features of multistep PCID ICV clock synchronization-effective clock drift compensation and tolerance of arbitrary faults. Hierarchically partitioned models divide the system into (disjoint) subsets of nodes, which we refer to as groups, at each step. The groups at any given step form a partition of the system's nodes and a group at Step i is formed by unioning a number of (smaller) groups from Step (i -1). We refer to a group of nodes in Step i as an ith-step group, where 1 i m. By definition, a 0th-step group is a node and the mth-step group contains all nodes in the system. Fig. 1 shows examples of first-, second-, and third-step groups which are part of a larger system.
Synchronizing Clocks in a Hierarchically
Partitioned Model
Organizing the system hierarchically in this fashion provides intuition as to how multistep PCID ICV clock synchronization works. However, a model such as the one shown in Fig. 1 does not specify the relationship between a group and the actual subset from which a node, say p, gathers clock information during
Step i, hereafter referred to simply as p's ith-step subset. Such a relationship can be broadly defined as follows: "The ith-step subset for node p contains exactly one node from each (i -1)th-step group with which p shares an ith-step group." A node q which is in p's ith-step subset reports q's (i -1)th-step group clock to p. The notion of a "group clock" is associated with the fact that multistep PCID ICV algorithms can be designed to closely synchronize some of the system's ith-step groups immediately after Step i. We refer to a group which contains only correct nodes as a correct group. If an ith-step group is correct, it can be closely synchronized (c-synchronized) during the algorithm's ith-step-meaning that the group achieves a maximum clock skew immediately after the ith step that is influenced primarily by reading error. Groups which include faulty nodes may still be synchronized by a multistep PCID ICV algorithm, although not as tightly as correct groups.
Influence and Accumulation of Reading Errors
Due to factors such as message delay variation and granularity of digital clocks, nodes cannot obtain perfectly accurate clock readings via message passing. Let p and q be correct nodes. The maximum difference between node p's estimate of node q's clock and the actual value of node q's clock is referred to as the reading error, and is denoted by L. A precise definition of reading error is given in Section 4.3.
Even in the absence of faults, the reading error imposes a bound on how closely a group can be synchronized. Consequently, one must incorporate some degree of uncertainty in the definition of a group's clock. For example, assume that clocks in a closely synchronized (i -1)th-step group range from MIN c (t) to MAX c (t) at real time t during Step i. We can model that group's clock with a clock that has a midpoint value M t Step i, any readings of nodes' clocks from that group will produce clock estimates in the
. Thus, the inherent reading error of a c-synchronized group adds to the reading error L, producing a compound reading error E(t) + L on estimates for that group's clock during Step i.
Considerations on Clock Drift Compensation
Effective clock drift compensation is a desirable characteristic one should consider when devising methods for internal clock synchronization of groups. A properly designed algorithm can virtually cancel the influence of drift on clock skew and achieve very tight synchronization within correct groups. In this case, the inherent reading error of a csynchronized ith-step group is minimized and is predominantly determined by the accumulated influence of the reading error L between Steps 1 and i. This will, in turn, minimize the global clock skew achieved by the algorithm at the end of the mth step.
The discussion in the preceding paragraph has important implications in the definition of groups and subsets. The primary goal is to prevent the detrimental effects of partial overlap between subsets of clock values read by two different nodes at the same step, which negatively impacts unistep PCID algorithms. This goal is facilitated by the hierarchically partitioned multistep ICV algorithm. By closely synchronizing correct (i -1)th step groups and having nodes in the same ith step group read one value from each of its constituent (i -1)th step groups, we ensure that these nodes read values from correct groups that are almost identical. So, while partial overlaps can still occur with hierarchical partitioning, their impact is minimized because the differences in two clock values read from the same correct group is small. It is even possible to completely eliminate partial overlaps by having the ith step subsets of all nodes in the same ith step group form an equivalence class. This ensures that two nodes which read the same node's clock at a given step will read exactly the same subset of nodes' clocks at that step, i.e., no partial overlap will occur. One method of forming equivalence classes within a hierarchically partitioned multistep ICV algorithm is to use a multidimensional array as a logical model to define groups and subsets. This approach is discussed in detail in the next section.
The multistep ICV algorithm with clock readings as defined above, which is executed periodically by every node in the system, is as follows:
Multistep PCID ICV algorithm with total exchange of (hierarchical) group clocks:
Read clock values of all (i -1)th-step groups with which this node shares an ith-step group. b) Apply a convergence function to the set of clock values read by the node. c) Correct the node's clock to the value computed in
Note that the algorithm above still allows for different definitions for subsets, because it does not specify how node p reads an (i -1)th-step group clock. The actual definition of an ith-step subset for p specifies representative nodes in the (i -1)th-step groups, from which p will gather clock information in Step i. Practical considerations such as locality of communication and formation of equivalence classes can provide further guidance on the definition of subsets.
m-ICV: A Multistep ICV Algorithm Using Multidimensional Arrays
This section discusses a hierarchically partitioned multistep interactive convergence clock synchronization algorithm, which we refer to as m-ICV. m-ICV executes m ICV procedures per round and uses an m-dimensional array as its logical communication model. The convergence function used in each step of m-ICV is the fault-tolerant midpoint (FTM) function [8] , [43] . This discussion aims at highlighting m-ICV's properties and principles of operation, and leaves a detailed description of the system model and algorithm timing characteristics to subsequent sections. 
Groups and Subsets in m-ICV
Global Clock Skew During m-ICV's Execution
Global resynchronization occurs only after the last step of m-ICV completes. While the algorithm internally synchronizes the disjoint groups prior to the mth step, it may worsen the global clock skew (the maximum clock skew between any two nodes in the system) during these steps.
To understand why this may occur, consider how clocks drift as they are corrected at each step. Ideally, clocks in a group should be resynchronized with optimal accuracymeaning that the drift rate of the resynchronized clocks should match that of the hardware clocks 2 [4] , [38] .
However, the vast majority of convergence functions cannot guarantee this property, including FTM. 3 In fact, the influence of reading error alone can accelerate or slow down clocks. For example, assume two correct groups G fast and G slow whose nodes are the fastest and the slowest correct nodes in the system, respectively. Let p and q be nodes in G fast and G slow , respectively. Assume that p (q) reads its own clock with negligible error, but reads every other clock in G fast (G slow ) with an error of +L (-L). Applying FTM independently to the sets of clock estimates gathered by p and q produces correction terms of +L and -L, respectively. Hence, after p and q correct their clocks, the global clock skew increases by 2L even though inside their respective groups, the clock skew remains zero.
The following three important properties of m-ICV are discussed in greater detail later in this paper.
1) Through
Step (m -1), the global skew of clocks inside m-ICV may increase by as much as 2(m -1)L. (This property is based on the above discussion. This clock skew increase can be hidden from the system by formalizing the notion of algorithm clocks as discussed in the next subsection.) 2) The mth step achieves global clock skew immediately after resynchronization that is smaller than before m-ICV started executing in a given round. (This property enables m-ICV to achieve internal clock synchronization.) 3) (m-ICV)-synchronized clocks drift at a bounded rate higher than the hardware clock drift rate.
Algorithm Clocks (a-Clocks)
We now discuss a mechanism that allows m-ICV to prevent Property 1 from affecting the maximum global clock skew of the system. This mechanism is referred to as an algorithm clock (a-clock), and is defined formally in Section 3.3. Aclocks are used by m-ICV to time-stamp messages and accumulate clock corrections at each step of the algorithm. However, the a-clock of a time server process (TSP) in a 2. Precise definitions for hardware clocks, clocks, and their corresponding drift rates are in Sections 3.3 and 4.4.
3. A notable exception is Cristian and Fetzer's differential fault-tolerant midpoint convergence function (DFTM) [4] . However, FTM [8] , [43] produces a smaller clock skew and tolerates more faults than DFTM when used within m-ICV.
node is not visible to other processes in that node. Actual system clocks drift at their hardware clock drift rates while m-ICV executes and can be read concurrently during that time. A-clocks prevent the higher drift rate caused by the intermediate steps of the m-ICV algorithm from affecting the system clocks. Two other reasons for employing aclocks are: Clocks are corrected only once in every round, making it easier to incorporate continuous amortization techniques into m-ICV, and a-clocks increase the robustness of our algorithm, i.e., they allow synchronization (of aclocks) to be temporarily lost during execution of the algorithm as long as synchronization is regained by the final step.
The following is a brief algorithmic description of m-ICV, which includes the concept of a-clocks. As usual, the algorithm is executed periodically by every node in the system. Step b.
3) Set the clock of the node to the current value of the node's a-clock.
Note that, compared to the more general algorithms presented in Section 2.2, m-ICV includes precise specifications for the subsets from which a node gathers clock information.
An Example: 2-ICV Applied to a 16-Node Multicomputer
We now present an example of m-ICV for the case m = 2 with a 16-node arbitrary-topology multicomputer. We assume that each node in the system has a local clock and a unique global rank from 0 to 15. Throughout the example, we measure clock time with an arbitrary time unit (TU). For simplicity, the discussion in this section will not take into account the passage of time while the clocks are being synchronized. The logical model we adopt for the algorithm is a 4 4 array, which we denote by $ (2) . We assume that a one-toone mapping function assigns each node in the system to a position in $ (2) . The position to which node p is mapped is specified by a pair of coordinates a a Hence, node p = 11 is mapped to position (2, 3) in $ (2) . Nodes whose positions differ from p's only with respect to the dimension 1 (dimension 2) coordinate share a dimension 1 (dimension 2) row with p. For example, the subset of positions {(x, 2) : 0 x 3} is a dimension 1 row of $ (2). Fig. 2 shows the clock and a-clock values for every node in the example system before and after each step of 2-ICV. We assume that node 6 is arbitrarily faulty and may send different clock values to different destinations. We also assume in the example a reading error L = 1 TU. Note that clocks of correct nodes in Fig. 2 is a valid one given our assumptions. For example, let the estimates gathered by node 4 (whose position in $(2) is (1, 0)) from nodes in row (x, 0) be 517, 504, 517, and 517 TUs. Applying FTM to these estimates yields 517 TUs, which is precisely the new value of node 4's aclock after the first step of 2-ICV.
Note that in Fig. 2b rows (x, 0), (x, 1), and (x, 3) contain only correct nodes. Due to the influence of the reading error L, these rows cannot achieve perfect synchronization. Still, we say that clocks in each of the rows (x, 0), (x, 1), and (x, 3) are closely synchronized (csynchronized) because they are at most 2L = 2 TUs from each other. These c-synchronized dimension 1 rows (or 1-dimensional subarrays) correspond to the c-synchronized first step groups of 2-ICV (see Section 2.2). Conversely, nodes in row (x, 2) cannot achieve c-synchronization. The presence of a faulty node in that row and the influence of the reading error cause clocks to be internally synchronized only to within 10 TUs. Note also that clocks remain globally synchronized to within 16 TUs, and a-clocks are globally synchronized to within 18 TUs.
The second step of 2-ICV synchronizes a-clocks in the entire system. This is accomplished by executing an ICV procedure in every column (dimension 2 row) of $ (2) . As a result of this step, node (1, 0) adds a correction of -10 TUs to its a-clock so that its final a-clock reads 507 TUs. At the end of the round, each node's a-clock value is copied into its clock. Note that clocks in Fig. 2c are globally synchronized to within 11 TUs, i.e., after resynchronization clocks are closer than before (16 TUs). In this example, clocks may drift apart 5 TUs before another resynchronization is needed, assuming the requirement that 2-ICV should guarantee a maximum clock skew of 16 TUs at any time.
Fault Tolerance Properties of m-ICV
We now give an intuitive argument for the correctness of m-ICV which illustrates the fault tolerance properties of the algorithm. After
Step (m -1) completes, a-clocks in a correct (m -1)th-step group will be closely (but not perfectly) synchronized. Let E denote the inherent reading error of a csynchronized (m -1)th-step group (see Section 2.2). In
Step m, the "group a-clock" of a correct (m -1)th-step group can be estimated with a compound reading error of E + L. "group a-clocks" are arbitrarily faulty. Note that this condition is guaranteed if more than 2/3 of the (m -1)th-step groups are correct. Interestingly, faults in the remaining (m -1)thstep groups may appear in any position and/or quantity. It may seem counter-intuitive that the fault tolerance of m-ICV depends only on the size of dimension m and is independent of the other dimensions of the array. Thus, the number of faults tolerated can be increased simply by increasing the size of dimension m. However, increasing the degree of fault tolerance in this way does not come without cost. Increasing the size of dimension m while holding the number of nodes fixed forces either some dimensions to be eliminated or the numbers of nodes in other dimensions to be reduced. A consequence of either of these changes is that 2). The number of messages can be further reduced by increasing m (this is, however, limited by fault tolerance, as discussed below). As discussed in the previous subsection, m-ICV tolerates F max = Ó(N m -1)/3ã arbitrary TSP faults which, depending on the shape of the array, could be much less than the upper bound Ó(N -1)/3ã [9] . Each node also runs a relay process (RP), which may be implemented in hardware, software, or a combination of both. The RP of node p is referred to as RP p. RP p's functions are: 1) to send messages whose source is TSP p, 2) to receive messages whose destination is TSP p, and 3) to relay messages between node p's neighbors.
Notation and Terminology
Our notation and terminology is introduced throughout the text as needed. However, a few general rules apply. Systems, sets, subsets, arrays, subarrays, and rows of arrays are denoted 
where r and G are, respectively, the maximum drift rate and the granularity of a hardware clock. . This technology can also produce high-resolution hardware clocks (e.g., [14] describes a clock synchronization unit for which G = 1 ms). Clock time inverses are denoted similarly, e.g., c p (T) represents the earliest real-time t in which C p (t) reads T. Because C p (t) is internally synchronized with other TSPs' clocks, we say that TSP p implements a local instance of the system's reliable time base. Other processes in node p access that time base by reading C p (t) via a system primitive. In order to synchronize C p (t) with other TSPs' clocks, p computes a clock correction term CORR p (t) once in every round, and adds it to ADJ p (t). Hence, ADJ p (t) can be thought of as the aggregate correction since TSP p's initialization. Two approaches can be selected for application of correction terms, namely instantaneous or continuous clock correction [34] . For simplicity, we restrict our analysis to instantaneous clock correction. Using amortization techniques described in [34] , one can implement continuously corrected clocks that will remain as closely synchronized as is possible with instantaneous clock correction. 
DEFINITION 4. Time that is directly observable in a TSP's (virtual) clock is referred to as clock time. The value displayed by TSP p's clock at real time t is C t H t ADJ t
in m-ICV are given in Section 2.3.3. At this point, our(t) is applied to C p (t) only after all m steps have been executed, but A p (t) is instantaneously corrected at the end of each step. Continuous correction need not be considered for a-clocks, since their scope of use is limited to time-stamping messages that are sent or received by TSPs.
TSPs and RPs
TSPs and RPs are automata which, in response to proper events, transition to a new state and perform a number of specified actions. A TSP reacts to such events as the reception of messages and the expiration of timers that are driven by the TSP's hardware clock. Actions performed by a TSP include sending messages, setting a timer, performing computations, and correcting clocks. For an RP, events and actions are respectively the reception and the transmission of messages.
A correct TSP is a TSP that performs according to its algorithmic specification and has a correct hardware clock. The set of TSPs in 0 is denoted by 7. Similarly, a correct RP is an RP that performs according to its algorithmic specification. The set of RPs in 0 is denoted by 5.
For simplicity, we assume that a TSP or RP that is correct at real time t is correct in the real time interval [t 0 , t], where t 0 denotes the earliest real time from which clocks must be synchronized. Hence, reintegration of TSPs and RPs that recover from failures is not discussed in this paper.
Communication
We assume that a source TSP can disseminate the value of its a-clock to a number of destination TSPs via a multicast service, which is implemented by a proper subset of the RPs in 5. The multicast service is by definition reliable, in the sense that it withstands a certain number of faulty RPs. However, features such as message authentication and atomicity need not be provided. Possible implementations of a reliable multicast service include sending multiple copies of a message along node-disjoint paths (e.g., as in [7] , [27] , [29] , [30] ), or relying on an NCCN with adaptive fault-tolerant routing capabilities [18] , [19] , [20] . As discussed in Section 3.6, choice of a particular type of reliable multicast service depends on the class of RP faults that must be tolerated. In each step of m-ICV, disjoint subsets of TSPs in 7 use multicasts to implement an a-clock reading method. The goal of such a reading method is to allow each correct TSP in a particular subset to estimate the a-clock of every other correct TSP in that same subset with a bounded reading error L. The reading error can either be guaranteed, or it can be achieved with a high probability, depending whether a deterministic or a probabilistic reading method is employed. The error resulting from reading a faulty TSP's a-clock is unbounded, and a correct TSP reads its own a-clock with a negligible error. Deterministic reading methods can be implemented in synchronous 4 systems by originating a multicast from each correct TSP in a subset to every other TSP within that subset. In this case, multicasts can be staggered over time if desired. Using an improved probabilistic reading method proposed by Cristian and Fetzer in [4] and staggered multicasts, one can devise a technique in which a-clocks within a subset are read probabilistically. This increases the number of multicasts that originate from each correct TSP by a constant factor K > 1 relative to a deterministic reading method. m-ICV's interesting properties (see Section 1) are not affected by the reading method. However, derivation of aspects such as the number of messages per round and timing details of message staggering mechanisms is only possible when a reading method is specified. We follow the approach used by most references on ICV fault-tolerant clock synchronization (e.g., [14] , [16] , [22] , [28] , [43] ) and consider only deterministic reading methods in this paper. Our algorithm analysis can be extended for the case of probabilistic reading methods by adding an assumption found in [4] , which bounds the number of reading failures that a correct TSP experiences when trying to estimate a-clocks of other correct TSPs.
Fault Model
Hardware clocks, TSPs, and RPs that are not correct are faulty. Faults are classified in two categories: TSP faults (which include TSP and hardware clock faults) and RP faults. TSP faults are assumed to be arbitrary, but RP faults can either be regarded as arbitrary or they can be restricted to crash RP faults. We denote the set of nodes with TSP faults by ) and the set of nodes with RP faults by (. The maximum number of TSP faults, the maximum number of arbitrary RP faults, and the maximum number of crash RP faults that can be tolerated with certainty by m-ICV are denoted by F max , E arb max , and E crash max , respectively. 5 We consider TSP faults and RP faults separately to more accurately model an architectural aspect that prevails in modern multicomputers, namely the use of dedicated routing circuits to reduce communication delays. Other authors have used a fault model in which processes sharing the same node cannot fail independently, i.e., they model faults as node faults [10] , [27] , [29] . By contrast, our model does not assume that a node with a faulty TSP necessarily has a faulty RP. Thus, our model can represent such failures as a node that has a faulty hardware clock, but that still correctly relays messages. Conversely, we assume that a node with a faulty RP cannot communicate properly. Consequently, ( µ ). The more traditional model based on node faults is a special case of our model in which ( = ). One might find this special case useful, for example, in systems where multicast services employ (at least partially) software-based routing.
To further illustrate our fault model, we give a few examples of faults. TSP faults include, for example: 4 . A synchronous system is one in which the processing and communication delays of correct processes are bounded.
5. As shown in [6] and discussed to some extent in Section 2. 1) a TSP with a faulty hardware clock, 2) a crashed TSP, 3) a TSP that does not react in a timely manner to an event, and 4) a TSP that reacts incorrectly to an event.
Examples of arbitrary RP faults are: 1) an RP that relays messages too slowly, 2) a crashed RP, 3) an RP that alters the contents of messages, and 4) an RP that relays messages on incorrect paths.
Finally, crash RP faults are usually representative of crashed RPs. However, protocols that are tolerant of crash RP faults often include mechanisms which extend their fault tolerance to "slow" RPs.
Tolerance to E arb max arbitrary RP faults requires multicast protocols in which the source sends messages along 2 1 E arb max + node-disjoint paths to any of the multicast destinations (e.g., as in [7] , [27] , [29] , [30] ). This requires a network with connectivity κ 0
, which limits the degree of fault tolerance to arbitrary RP faults to
1 2 . If RP faults are restricted to crash RP faults, one can use adaptive fault-tolerant multicast protocols [18] , [19] , [20] . These will employ O(k(0)) fewer messages than protocols using multiple node-disjoint paths. In In addition, adaptive protocols that handle congestion may also tolerate faults such as RPs that relay messages too slowly.
Another advantage of our fault model is that it simplifies the analysis of our algorithm. In the proof of correctness of m-ICV, given in [6] , only TSP faults need to be taken into account. The effect of RP faults can be removed from the analysis by assuming that reliable multicasts implement a clock reading method as described in Section 3.5. 
Array Mapping m-ICV logically maps TSPs into an m-dimensional array $(m)
.4 9 0 5 J L ∆ K K , .
By definition, a 0-LDS is a single position of $(m).
Note that: In [6] , it is shown that the ith step of m-ICV internally synchronizes a-clocks of correct TSPs mapped into an i-LDS 
TSP p is mapped in $(m). TSP p's ith-dimension synchronization row (ith-DSR) is a subset of 7 containing the N i TSPs that map to the same ith-DR as p, and is de-
DEFINITION 9. An i-LDS is correct if all of the TSPs that map to it are correct. Accordingly, an i-LDS is faulty if at least one of the TSPs that map to it is faulty.
Noting that an i-LDS /'6(x
TERMINOLOGY AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we introduce more detailed terminology that is related to the rounds and steps of m-ICV. This terminology is needed for a formal presentation of the assumptions, requirements, properties, and timing characteristics of our algorithm. 
Terminology Related to Rounds
Terminology Related to Steps
Each round of m-ICV employs m steps (see Fig. 3 After ending a step in a round, TSPs wait X SECONDS before starting another step in that same round. This is done because similar events that are scheduled at different TSPs may occur at slightly different real times, and m-ICV requires that, when a TSP starts reading a-clocks used by a particular step, such a-clocks have already incorporated correction terms that were computed in the previous step. X is therefore the minimum clock time that guarantees the validity of this assumption, and is specified in Section 4.3. In what follows, we define clock times of other significant events that occur during TSP p's jth round (see Fig. 3 
. Different mechanisms can be used for message staggering, which allows one to maintain network contention at desired levels. For example, the value selected for Φ p i can be:
2) applicable to a subset of the TSPs in 7 (e.g.,
3) applicable to all TSPs in 7 (e.g., Φ p i = 0 , which makes
Message staggering is maximum when option 1 is used, and is nonexistent in option 3. In Conditions C1 and C2 above, D, r v , and D are, respectively, the maximum clock skew, the maximum clock drift rate, and the maximum clock discontinuity.
ALGORITHM m-ICV
Pseudocode Description
A pseudocode description of the m-ICV clock synchronization algorithm is shown in Fig. 4. For simplicity, 
Algorithm Properties
We show in [6] that m-ICV is correct. Namely, given that Assumptions A1-A8 hold, m-ICV guarantees synchronization conditions bounded skew (C1) and bounded rate (C2). These bounds hold if the constant P 0 in Assumption A2 satisfies P 0 D/2 + 2mL + r a m + 2r b.
Outline of Proof
The method we use to analyze m-ICV can be summarized as follows:
Condition C1: We first show that the skew between ith step a-clocks of correct TSPs p and q that respectively map to distinct (i -1)-LDSs 
Condition C2:
We first prove that m-ICV satisfies the linear envelope synchronization (LES) condition [9] , which is a particular formulation of Condition C2. The maximum clock drift rate satisfies r v r + (mL)/r min , and may occur, for instance, in an scenario in which hardware clocks drift with maximum allowable drift rate (+r) and a-clocks are always estimated with maximum reading error L. The maximum clock discontinuity (D) is shown to satisfy D 5mL + 4r r max + 2ra m + 4r b and follows by proving that a correct TSP corrects its clock by at most D + mL when a round starts. To derive this result, we note that a correct TSP p which gathers a-clock estimates with an error of +L in every step, and whose clock is D SECONDS behind the clocks of other correct TSPs, may compute a maximum clock correction term of D + mL.
COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK
The hierarchical partitioning aspect of multistep interactive convergence bears a resemblance to some quorum system [26] approaches, in particular the hierarchical quorum consensus (HQC) approach of Kumar [15] . In [15] , groups are defined in the same way as in hierarchically partitioned multistep ICV. However, in quorum systems, a single node accesses all nodes of a quorum rather than communication taking place among group nodes. Hence, the aspect of multistep ICV related to communication among group nodes, specifically the definition of ith step subsets, is not an issue in HQC. Both the HQC and multistep ICV approaches are similar to multilevel voting schemes which have been used in a number of applications, e.g., systemlevel fault diagnosis [32] . However, multilevel voting and HQC do not need to deal with the issue of clock skew accumulating over multiple levels in the hierarchy. Hence, the strong condition needed by m-ICV that a certain number of groups contain only correct processes is not necessary for these hierarchical approaches to other problems. The remainder of this section is meant to assist the reader in assessing how m-ICV compares with other faulttolerant clock synchronization algorithms. With that in mind, we selected a subset of algorithms from different categories with which to compare. More thorough surveys appear in [1] , [31] , [35] , [40] . Our discussion focuses on network-based algorithms (algorithms which distribute clock information via the existing system's network). These differ fundamentally from hardware-based algorithms, which use dedicated clock distribution networks [37] , [41] . In addition, our discussion on network-based algorithms does not include algorithms which assume that a subset of the system's TSPs can provide a reference time, e.g., [2] , [17] .
Algorithms of Different Categories
m-ICV is an interactive convergence (or convergence-averaging) algorithm. Two other categories of fault-tolerant clock synchronization algorithms are referred to as convergencenonaveraging (or fireworks agreement) and interactive consistency algorithms [1] , [31] , [35] , [40] .
Convergence-nonaveraging algorithms. These rely on either message authentication [10] , [38] or atomic broadcast services [3] , [42] , which are not needed by m-ICV.
Algorithms using message authentication [10] , [38] tolerate arbitrary faults but the clock skew they achieve depends on the maximum network propagation delay. This poses a strict limitation on how tightly clocks can be synchronized. Comparatively, the clock skew achieved by m-ICV is a function of the reading error (L), which depends on the variation of the network propagation delay and can be minimized if needed (e.g., by means of probabilistic reading methods [4] or hardware assistance [29] ).
The algorithm of Dolev et al. [10] messages per round-see Section 6.2). However, in m-ICV, messages can be staggered to reduce network contention, while this is not possible in [10] . The algorithm of Srikanth and Toueg [38] implements message authentication by using either digital signatures or a simulated authentication broadcast service. This algorithm achieves optimal accuracy (i.e., the drift rate of the clocks match that of the hardware clocks), while m-ICV does not. The algorithm uses only O(N (2) ) messages per round, but it does not support message staggering.
The algorithm of Cristian et al. [3] shows some similarities with that of Dolev et al. [10] , but restricts faults to omission and performance faults. Rather than using message authentication, this algorithm employs a simple form of atomic broadcast (namely, a node that receives a new synchronization message on some link relays it on all other outgoing links). Message staggering is not supported. As in [10] , [38] , the clock skew is a function of the maximum network propagation delay.
The algorithm of Veríssimo and Rodrigues [42] tolerates omission faults in TSPs and arbitrary faults in the nodes' clocks. It is, however, restricted to broadcast LANs (e.g., Ethernet or Token-Ring).
Interactive consistency algorithms. These rely on Byzantine agreement protocols, whose cost increases quickly with system size (N) and the number of toler- 
Other ICV Algorithms
TCID ICV algorithms. Most known ICV algorithms employ TCID communication protocols (e.g., [4] , [14] , [16] , [22] , [28] , [43] ). However, such algorithms are more frequently used in CCN systems. In large NCCNs, the cost of TCID protocols can be orders of magnitude greater than those of LCID and PCID protocols.
Ramanathan et al. present an interesting implementation of a TCID ICV algorithm in a multicomputer, which employs hardware assistance to achieve very tight clock synchronization [29] . Olson et al. recently proposed a probabilistic TCID ICV algorithm which staggers messages continuously over time [25] . By means of simulation, Olson et al. show that this technique generates a light network load on a 64-node hypercube. However, the unavailability of analytical results makes it difficult to predict communication costs for their algorithm in larger multicomputers. Pfluegl and Blough present efficient TCID protocols which support a number of ICV algorithms (e.g., [14] , [16] , [22] , [28] , [43] ) in NCCN systems [27] . Still, the protocols use O(N (3) ) messages per round. Table 2 shows upper bounds for the number of messages originated in one round by two clock synchronization algorithms: 1) m-ICV, and 2) a unistep ICV algorithm employing the TCID communication protocols of [27] and any of the convergence functions in [14] , [16] , [22] , [28] , [43] .
These bounds are, respectively, derived in [6] and [27] under the assumption that k(0) node-disjoint paths are used to convey clock values reliably, where k(0) is the connectivity of the network. Note that the numbers of messages in arbitrary-topology networks should be regarded as absolute upper bounds for both m-ICV and TCID ICV. In regular NCCNs such as tori and hypercubes, fewer messages are used by both m-ICV and TCID ICV. In all cases, m-ICV uses orders of magnitude fewer messages than TCID ICV. For example, the TCID ICV algorithm uses about 1,000 times the number of messages of 3-ICV in a 32,768-node hypercube.
Another interesting aspect of m-ICV is that it significantly increases the communication locality for clock synchronization messages in regular NCCNs. As an example, assume that 2-ICV is used to synchronize an N-node hypercube, in which TSPs are mapped to a 9 , respectively [6] . In this case, clock values are disseminated along node-disjoint paths whose length is at most Ñ(log 2 N)/2á + 2. Table 3 compares 2-ICV with TCID ICV from the viewpoint of number of messages and maximum path length, for hypercubes of various sizes.
LCID ICV algorithms. These can be based on low-cost approximate agreement protocols for NCCNs, which were originally proposed by Kieckhafer and Azadmanesh [12] . Because such protocols do not use relay nodes, they have an extremely low cost. The approximate agreement protocols of [12] work by producing local convergence in a round, which is limited to a small region of the NCCN (e.g., a node and its neighbors). Under some restricted fault scenarios, global convergence may be achieved after several rounds of the algorithm. Despite their minimum cost, these approximate agreement protocols do not seem to be easily extensible to the clock synchronization problem, in which the effects of drift and reading error must also be taken into account. Moreover, approximate agreement is not guaranteed in some NCCNs, even in the absence of faults (e.g., hypercubes).
Although LCID protocols may not be able to guarantee clock synchronization in many popular NCCNs, they still provide an adequate solution for custom NCCNs having a richer connectivity. One interesting example is the clusterbased architecture proposed by Suri et al. [39] . In this architecture, an LCID ICV clock synchronization algorithm can produce global convergence in a single round, even with faults, reading error, and drift present. O(Nk(0)) messages per round are generated, where k(0) is typically O N 3 8 in the cluster-based architecture.
PCID ICV algorithms. Olson and Shin devised the first PCID
ICV algorithm that effectively synchronizes large multicomputers in the presence of faults [24] . Since Olson and Shin's logical model of the system is a synchronization graph, we refer to their algorithm as SG-ICV.
SG-ICV is a unistep PCID ICV algorithm. As discussed previously, unistep PCID algorithms suffer from the problem of partial overlap between the subsets of clocks read by different nodes which limits the ability of unistep PCID algorithms to correct for clock drift even in the absence of faults and reading error. As stated earlier, we show in [6] that there exist systems for which the multistep ICV approach works without problem but no unistep PCID ICV algorithm with an MSR convergence function and the same communication cost can achieve resynchronization, even in the absence of faults and reading error. By contrast, m-ICV always guarantees perfect resynchronization in the absence of faults and reading error due to its elimination of partially overlapping subsets.
SG-ICV does not use an MSR convergence function but, instead, uses Lamport and Melliar-Smith's original CNV function [16] . 6 The use of CNV by SG-ICV partially alleviates, but 6 . CNV is an "egocentric" convergence function in that only clock values that are close to the local clock are used in computing a correction term. One implication of this is that TSPs which suffer a transient fault in their clock value cannot resynchronize.
does not eliminate, the problem that unistep PCID ICV algorithms have in compensating for drift. In [6] , we gave a detailed comparison between SG-ICV and m-ICV, which is illustrated by several examples of multicomputer systems. In all cases, m-ICV is shown to achieve tighter synchronization than SG-ICV, primarily due to the elimination of partially overlapping subsets. In addition, m-ICV tolerates a more general class of faults than SG-ICV. One of the systems discussed in [6] is a 1,024-node hypercube, for which we assume that r max = 100 s, r = 10 (-6) , L = 100 ms, b = D/(1 + r), and a 2 = 100 ms. In the presence of up to 10 arbitrary TSP faults and either four arbitrary or nine crash RP faults, 2-ICV achieves a maximum global clock skew D = 1.2 ms. In the same system, SG-ICV achieves a maximum global clock skew of 2 ms in the presence of five crash TSP faults. Another interesting possible approach which potentially shares some of the positive attributes of multistep interactive is based on consensus servers [11] . Consensus servers have been proposed for several other agreement problems but, to date, have not been formally analyzed for clock synchronization. In the consensus server approach, a small group of system nodes (server nodes) execute an agreement protocol among themselves. Other nodes in the system (client nodes) that want to reach agreement request that the server nodes execute the agreement protocol. The agreedupon result is then reliably transmitted to the clients in some fashion. The consensus server approach reduces communication cost because only a potentially small subset of the nodes execute the costly agreement procedure. At the same time, fault tolerance is reduced because if more than 1/3 of the nodes in this small subset fail arbitrarily, the result can be incorrect. Hence, the consensus service provides a trade-off between communication cost and fault tolerance similar to multistep interactive convergence.
While the consensus server approach may be attractive in some types of networks, its communication cost is higher than that of m-ICV in the regular NCCNs typically used in large multicomputers. This is because the server nodes must multicast their consensus result (synchronized clock value) to all non-server nodes in the system. These multicasts have very large numbers of destination nodes which are spread all across the system. In contrast, the multicasts in m-ICV have far fewer destinations and are confined to local regions for virtually all regular networks that have been proposed in the literature. m-ICV is, therefore, preferable in these networks. Nevertheless, a very important area of research would be to formally verify the correctness of a consensus server approach to clock synchronization and to carefully compare its communication cost with that of m-ICV across a wide variety of networks. 
CONCLUSION
This paper introduced an algorithm, known as m-ICV, for synchronizing the clocks of a large multicomputer. By limiting the amount of clock information a node must gather, m-ICV uses a significantly smaller number of messages than algorithms based on total clock information dissemination. The m-ICV algorithm allows for a number of design options, which include choice of multicast protocols, message staggering mechanisms, and degree of fault tolerance. Algorithm properties such as maximum clock skew, maximum clock drift, and maximum clock discontinuity were presented. A comparison with algorithms of other categories, as well as with other interactive convergence algorithms, was given. Compared to a previous interactive convergence algorithm that limits clock information distribution in a similar way, m-ICV achieves tighter global clock synchronization while tolerating a more general class of faults.
